Why talk to a librarian about your course?

We know where stuff is

We can help you locate the best materials for your course, whether they are unique collections available only at Harvard, streaming video, or hidden on the open web.

**ASK US ABOUT**

- primary source collections
- reliable background sources
- durable links to articles and other web material
- library reserves

The new **Library Reserves Tool** can handle almost any source, including streaming media, your own PDFs, as well as standard reserve items. Accessed via Canvas and HOLLIS:

guides.library.harvard.edu/library_reserves

Many **films** are only a click away:

guides.library.harvard.edu/stream

We know where students get stuck

We know a lot about how people search and how they understand and evaluate what they find. We’ve seen over and over the common pitfalls students encounter, and we can help you turn them into learning opportunities.

**ASK US ABOUT**

- assignment design
- in-class activities
- field trips
- custom support: your imagination is the only limit!
- research guides
- one-on-one and small-group consultation
- Zotero and other tools
WE ARE FLEXIBLE
There is a library specialist for every subject, and we can help at every point in your process, from initial course design to guidance and support for your students to assessment and re-design. Our services are highly customized to your needs---we want to think creatively about how to help your students become savvy and resourceful citizens of the world!

ASK US ABOUT
• research assignments
• media assignments
• copyright guidance

WE ARE MORE THAN THE LIBRARY
Yes, Harvard’s collection of over 21 million volumes is one of the best in the world, but you don’t have to be using it to find a librarian helpful. We’re happy to talk with you about any time your students will be using sources or evaluating information of any kind.

FIND YOUR LIBRARIAN
Write to asklib@fas.harvard.edu and ask to be connected with the library’s liaison for your department or program.
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